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Welcome to the Autumn Edition of our Cotswold Property Update. As you can see below, we are proud to say that we won GOLD for both our Cirencester and Witney offices in
the recent British Property Awards. Read more about this below. We also focus in this issue on housing affordability– average spending in both WODC and CDC, compliancy rules
when it comes to smoke alarms in your rental property and much more.
See the final page for our hottest properties for sale in both Cirencester and Witney. Enjoy the read.

GOLD for Witney & Cirencester
British Property Awards 2016
During the month of August, we were nicely surprised with winning not
one, but TWO GOLD certificates—one for our Witney office and one for
our Cirencester office. We became gold winners in both towns for being
voted best Estate Agency in each area.
The British Property Awards are one of the most inclusive estate agency
awards as agents are not charged to enter. This results in significantly
more agents entering. Each agent who enters, is mystery shopped against
a set of 25 criteria to obtain a balanced overview of their customer service
levels. The judging criteria is both comprehensive and detailed, exploring
different mediums, scenarios and time periods to ensure that agents have
been rigorously and fairly judged.
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 It is now three months since the EU Referendum
when the country surprised pollsters by voting to
leave the European Union. While economic and market turmoil was expected, in recent weeks, there
have been a number of positive signs emerging to
suggest a more measured response.
 Both the MPC and OECD admit the economy has reacted more strongly than expected. Meanwhile, the
FTSE has regained strength and employment levels
and consumer confidence have risen.

 In the months since the vote, agents in the RICS index
have become increasingly positive. In August for the
first time since April, a higher number of agents expected sales rates and prices to increase in the next
few months than there were who expected a fall.
 House prices continue to rise and transaction rates
held steady through the traditionally quieter month
of August.

Will you need to spend an
extra £5000 to make your
rental property legal?
From 2018, the legal requirement for all privately rented properties in England and Wales will be to have an EPC
rating of E or above.
Government officials have estimated it could cost landlords between £1,800 and £5,000 to bring energy-inefficient
properties up to an EPC rating of E.
Properties with EPC ratings of F and G will be progressively banned from the market. The first properties to be affected will be those with new tenancies. The band E requirement will be extended to existing residential tenancies
as from April 1, 2020.
The Residential Landlords Association estimates that a total of 330,000 rental homes in England and Wales are
likely to be affected.
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Smoke Alarms
Is your rental property compliant?
By Steve Lake
Since late last year there have been various legal changes in terms of the provision/testing of alarms and monitors in residential rental properties. These changes include the following:
There is a legal requirement to provide a smoke alarm to every floor of a rental property

There is a legal requirement to provide a carbon monoxide monitor to a rental property that has a solid fuel heat
source (open fire/multi-fuel/log-burner) – although we would recommend these are installed as a matter of course in
all properties

There is a need for all monitors/alarms to be tested on the first day of any new tenancy. This testing should be documented.
Whilst monitoring/implementing these new requirements for our Fully Managed Landlords we have noted a few issues that
may also be of use to our Tenant Find and Rent Receipt Landlords.




We have found several properties – usually of the smaller one/two bed varieties with hard-wired mains units fitted –
that have heat alarms fitted downstairs and smoke alarms on the first floor. In these cases there are two options available to make the property compliant. The Landlord can either opt to change the ‘head’ of the heat alarm for a smoke
alarm or retain the heat unit and fit a stand-alone smoke alarm. Our advice would be the latter of these two options as
the heat alarms are normally located, for obvious reasons, very near the kitchen areas. Locating a smoke alarm in such
areas will easily cause nuisance to tenants.
Any ground floor smoke alarm should be located in an area of high air circulation and close to the primary escape route
e.g. lobby area/bottom of the stairwell near the front door.

One problem we have also encountered is the need to be able to differentiate between smoke and heat alarms. Although
the bodies of the units are marked as to the style of alarm the lettering is often very difficult to read from floor level. The
main, visual, differences between alarms is that the heat variety tend to have a protruding sensor in the middle and smoke
alarms are nearly always flat – see pictures below.

Heat Alarm

Smoke Alarm

Additional Notes





Do not allow the sensors/alarms to become painted
Check the alarms for expiry dates – many mains powered smoke alarms have a date marked around the edge
Ensure that the correct style of back-up battery is used. Most mains powered smoke/heat alarms have rechargeable
batteries fitted. We have seen many cases where tenants (thinking they are doing the right thing) have fitted ordinary
disposable batteries!
All monitors and alarms are tested on each management visit to our fully managed properties. The lack of correct
alarms/monitors will, in most cases, invalidate a landlord’s insurance policy
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The cost of moving up keeps
families in smaller homes for
longer


Over the past century, the average UK
home has been shrinking. In the 1920s
the average dwelling was 153 m². In
2016 the average home is approximately
half as big at 83 m².



The average number of children in a
household has been steadily declining,
meaning that many families do not need
as much space. Additionally, over the
past century strong economic growth in
urban centres has meant that many
households have left larger houses in
rural areas in favour of flat living in bigger cities. The number of single person
households has been on the rise as well.



Home affordability has been worsening
in recent years and many are forced to
buy smaller than ideal properties.



Some families may also choose to remain in their smaller ‘starter’ home for
longer as they cannot afford to move up
the property ladder after they have children, especially in more expensive regions. As shown in the graph to the
right, the cost of moving up the property
ladder has been on the rise.

11/12

£913

Rents continue to rise in almost every
area of the country, with 11 out of
the 12 regions surveyed recording an
increase over the year to the end of
August.

The average new rental agreement in
the UK now stands at £913 a month,
compared to £885 per month in August 2015, according to the index.
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 Latest data from the English
Housing Survey reveals a fractional increase in the proportion
of people owning a home – latest data shows 64% of us are
owner occupiers. The data is
based on a survey and so could
be influenced by small differences in the sample nevertheless
it is the first increase since 2003
and suggests that the government’s policies to encourage
home ownership may have

gained some traction.
 There are a number of causes
including an ageing population
resulting in a larger proportion
of the population that has paid
off the mortgage. Also many
homeowners have been taking
advantage of low interest rates
to maintain monthly repayments
and ultimately pay off their
mortgage debt sooner.
 A much bigger change - and con-

SALES DEMAND
The National Association of Estate Agents (NAEA)
report that the slowdown in demand over the
summer months was at normal levels for the time
of year.
First time buyers have been more active however,
accounting for 28% of sales, up from 20% in August 2015.

sistent underlying trend over the
last few years - is the proportion
of owner-occupiers who own
their homes outright. Mortgagefree homeowners now make up
a larger proportion of owneroccupiers (52%) than those with
a mortgage (48%).

A YouGov survey has found that smokers are
the least popular type of tenants with landlords.
The poll found that 64% of landlords would not
want to let to smokers, way ahead of the 44%
who would prefer not to let to housing benefit
tenants, and the 40% who dislike student tenants.
Only 34% of landlords say they would not want
to let to people with pets.
The survey was commissioned by The House
Shop, which accepts both private and agent
listings.
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What do you spend on your property per month?
A recent news article from the BBC
highlighted the issues surrounding
housing affordability around the country. We’ve extracted the local information to build a local picture for ease
of reference. Experts recommend
spending no more than 30% of your
salary on housing which is where the
‘affordability’ figure comes from:

WODC

CDC

In West Oxfordshire the median annual gross

In Cotswold the median annual gross salary is

salary is £29,463, leaving £1,934 a month
after tax and National Insurance contributions.
Experts recommend spending no more than

£27,695, leaving £1,833 a month after tax

30% of this on housing, which would be
£580.

this on housing, which would be £550.

An average studio flat costs £524 a month.
Renting a room in a shared property costs on

and National Insurance contributions. Experts
recommend spending no more than 30% of

There was no average rent available for a studio
flat.

average £490 a month.

There was no average rent available for a room
in a house or flat share.

A one-bedroom property costs about £649 a
month while a two-bedroom home is about

A one-bedroom property costs about £590 a
month while a two-bedroom home is about

£780.

£763.

+3.1%
2016 to date has seen a slower rate of rental growth, compared to the same period
last year. Currently 3.1% higher than this
time last year. However average rental values have increased in 11 out of 12 regions
in the UK, compared to the same period
last year .
(HomeLet Rental Index)

£226,807
In England, according to the Office of National Statistics, the May stats shows an
annual price increase of 8.9% which takes
the average property value to £226,807.
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Over half of buyers find ‘old fashioned’ property
search methods more effective than portals
Forget the debate about whether Zoopla or On The Market is
the best Internet platform to complement the essential
Rightmove listing - a fascinating article by Rosalind Renshaw
in a recent edition of Propertyeye reveals some truly astonishing findings made by the respected consumer organisation
Which?

Of those buyers who regularly use the Internet for their property search, around seven in ten respondents said they decided not to view a property after browsing its online listing, with
the main reasons being that the location wasn’t right (35%)
and/or that it was too expensive (35%).
However, 9% of home buyers in London and the south-east
discounted a property before viewing it because they did not
Fewer than four in ten home movers end up buying a property want to deal with the agent it was marketed with! The figure
they found on a portal and, perhaps counterintuitively, 60% of was 7% nationally.
first-time buyers reported they found their first home using
traditional methods rather than portals or apps despite their Around one in five (19%) said they did not view a property
younger age and this demographic being most computer sav- either because no photos were made available or there were
vy.
not enough photos.
Overall, the research conducted by Which? among 2,000 recent home movers, just 37% had discovered their new home
by searching a property portal. However, a further 6% did so
via an automated email from a portal and 2% found their new
home via a smartphone app notification.

For first-time buyers, this figure rose to 22%. One in six (16%)
did not view a property because no floor plan was provided

This detailed research by the U.K.’s most respected consumer
organisation has prompted them to advise property hunters to
put their laptops away! The organisation says: “In parts of the
Even so, just 45% found their new home via a modern meth- UK where markets are fast-moving, with demand outstripping
od, compared with 55% who used traditional methods such as supply, the best properties are often snapped up before the
looking in an estate agent’s window or local paper, or spotting agent has had the chance to list them online.
a For Sale board.
“That’s why it’s advisable to put your laptop away and get out
and about.
The surprising breakdown of figures is set out below:
“Take a walk down the high street and register with all the
estate agents selling the types of properties you’re after.
“Spend time talking to them, explaining your situation and
 Searching a property portal 37%
what you’re looking for.”
 Estate agent’s window 11%
 Phone call or email from estate agent 11%
Fortunately for our clients, we have the largest window
 ‘For Sale’ sign outside property 10%
space of any agent on Witney’s High Street - made all the
 Word of mouth 9%
more noticeable as the evenings draw in with a recently in Email from a property portal 6%
stalled high-tech LED display. We also routinely use detailed
 Local newspaper 6%
floor plans and professional photography (including aerial
 Other traditional method 4%
 Approaching the property owner directly (eg by shots using drones where appropriate). Our comprehensive
write-ups not only conveys the essence of what makes a parleafleting) 3%
ticular home unique but also provides useful information
 Other electronic alert, eg app notification 2%
about where it is situated. For no matter whether one
 Property auction 1%
searches online or traditionally, the age-old mantra of location, location, location remains paramount!
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Latest HOT Properties FOR SALE through Martin & Co Witney and Cirencester
£210,000

£147,000

8 HARDIE CLOSE, TETBURY

APARTMENT 4, CHEDWORTH HOUSE, CIRENCESTER











Two bedroom coach house
Neutrally decorated
Close to Tetbury town centre
Single garage

Brand new, 1st floor one-bedroom apartment
Allocated parking
Luxury fixtures and fittings
White goods included

£300,000

£320,000

23 CHAPEL CLOSE, LEAFIELD

6 HAZEL CLOSE, WITNEY











Refitted kitchen/dining room
Stunning rural outlook
THREE bedrooms
Extended living room with fireplace potential

Two separate reception rooms
Accommodation arranged over three floors
Courtyard garden
THREE bedrooms
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